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When liars like @HawleyMO scream "Cancel Culture!" and "WOKE!" because they

are discovering liars and those who attack democracy are in a Consequences

Culture, remind them of all the people they tried to cancel for opinions or mistakes,

not lying or attacking democracy:.../1

...

1. Dixie Chicks

2. @kathygriffin

3. @Toure

4. Chis Matthews

5. Graydon Carter

6. Bill Maher

7. New York Magazine

8. New York Times

9. Washington Post

10. CNN

11. MSNBC

12. CNBC

13. Dallas Morning News

14. Arizona Republic

15. Univision

16. Apple

17. WSJ editorial board.../2

... 

18. Jonah Goldberg 

19. NFL players who kneel 

20. Harley Davidson 

21. Paul Krugman 

22. Chuck Todd 

23. Facebook 

24. Twitter 

25. Nordstrom 

26. Bed Bath and Beyond 

27. TJ Maxx
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28. Estee Lauder 

29. AT&T 

30. Bloomingdale's 

31. Rep Tim Rice 

32. Cindy McCain 

33. Jeff Flake.../3

...

34. Doug Ducey

35. Simon & Schuster

36. French Fries (yes. French fries.)

...the majority of these "cancels" arent because the targets engaged in lying or attacks on Democracy. Many are because

they had a political opinion that didn't express fealty to GOP's God King.../4

...or because they expressed an opinion that proved right (France didn't want to be part of the Iraq War, Dixie Chicks

criticized Bush for engaging in Iraq War) - a war that the GOP NOW agrees with France and the Dixie Chicks about (And do

their best to blame dems for it).../5

...so, you want cancel culture? One side, it's "cancel" because they don't worship the right politician or commit to an insane

GOP policy. On the other, it's "cancel" because there are consequences for inciting insurrection, encouraging or being white

supremacists/nazis,..../6

...engaging in racism, ripping infants from their breast feeding mothers, putting 1 year olds on trial (yes, they really did this)

taking toddlers and young children away from their parents and locking them up. And on and on..../7

...so, yah, GOP, boo hoo. You can't lie or hurt people without consequences. And, for you, people can't have a different

opinion without being "canceled."

The biggest perpetrators are always the loudest whiners.

end

WHOOPS! How could I leave out Liz Cheney. Yah, they attack her for not cheering violent, murderous insurrection.
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